
OLD AND NEW 

ON THE ATTIC PHRATRY OF THE THERRIKLEIDAI 

AMONG the recently published inscriptions from the Athenian Agora is a document 
InN. dealing with phratries, Agora inv. no. I 7500.1 The wretched condition of this inscrip- 
tion precludes speculation as to its nature and purpose, but a close examination of the frag- 
mentary phrases preserved on the stone reveals a number of interesting, if disjointed, facts. 

The stone is of Pentelic marble. It was found in the southeast corner of the Agora 
Excavations "under the third step leading up to the gate of Athena, at Agora grid square V 
13.*"2 The editor, M. Walbank, dates the inscription by its letter forms to the first half of the 
3rd century B.C.3 

TEXT 

NON-YTOIX. 

AK[------------------------------yEyo]- 
VOTWV EK TOWL[--------------------------------------------------- ? 

^ ct 
r TWV OpKWV /EXp ?-------------------------------------------------? 

al a[A]Ato&sO KaTo? .[?----------------------------------------------&] 

5 vat earv & AAo /n wv[ra?at-------------------------------------A-Oat] 
bf KaltE7rt/,uAfX-qa% 8V0% pf%[v -------------------------------------------] 

KaTa[8]rTaL T 4paptap[pXwv?----------? 
rasg btbo'vat T ov [---------------------------------------?atepe- 
WovvaAavelv 4[p---------------------------------------Tros eEppLK]- 

10 Adelba&s ̀7rtrq[?------------------------------------------------- 
EV T7)l KVpLa[L ---------------------------------------------------- 

Oparpta[ -------------------------------------------------------- 

Line 1: Walbank reads AKA[. .]AEI[-- -]. Having re-examined the stone in the Agora, I can find no 
trace of A or of the AEI 

Lines 1-2: [yEyo] I voiTwv Walbank 
Line 4: Walbank reads the last preserved letter of this line as A. The trace on the stone seems to me to be 

incompatible with this letter. More likely here is the letter X 
Line 5: [CA5foOa&] Walbank 
Line 6: In Walbank's text: pev - -- ] is a misprint for Mc%[v - - -] 

Line 7: Walbank reads the last letter of this line as fl, restoring 4pa-pW[v]. The letter is most certainly 
A, and the restoration is accordingly changed to 4paTrpa[pXwv]. 

Lines 8-9: [ia-tkepe] I ofvva Walbank 
Line 9: r[ov ?epfa?] Walbank 
Lines 9-10: [-oZsg OEppLK] j 41aws Hedrick 

I M. Walbank, "Greek Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora, Fifth to Third Centuries B.C.," Hesperia 
51, 1982, pp. 48-50, no. 7, with photograph, pl. 20. 

2Ibid., p. 48. 
3 Ibid., p. 49. 
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Line 12: 4paTpLa[pX ---] Walbank 
Line 13: Walbank reads [. . .]N[-- -] in this line. I cannot perceive this letter. 

It is clear from lines 7 and 12 that this inscription is concerned with a phratry. The 
reference to the administration of the vote (line 8) and to the LtepeLoOvva (line 9) suggest, as 
Walbank notes, that we are dealing with phratry regulations.4 

Line 6: rtLUEA?1)Tas. This is our only evidence for the office of epimelete in an Attic 
phratry. Outside Attica, to the best of my knowledge, the office is only once attested for a 
phratry, in a document of the Klytidai of Chios.5 Even the verb E?stE'LO does not occur to 
describe the functions of the officials in an Attic phratry, save in one inscription where it has 
been tentatively restored.6 Given the paucity of the evidence, it is impossible to determine 
the function of the epimeletes in the present context. 

Lines 7-8:-KaTa[8]61Taa T O/L #paTrpa[pXWv - - -] |ra btbo'vat T)/lu 4'ijPOV. 
Since #paTpta[-] must be a genitive plural, the only possible restoration is cpaTpt- 

a6[pXv]. The following line contains a reference to "administering the vote." This action 
should be undertaken by the presiding officer of the body, that is, the phratriarch.7 As it is 
clear from the preceding line that more than one phratriarch is involved in these proceed- 
ings, it is reasonable to suppose that the subject of the infinitive will be an accusative plural. 
This assumption is born out by the letters -Tav at the beginning of line 8, which should be 
interpreted as the end of a participle modifying [#paTptacpXovs]. The sense of this phrase 
may be rendered as follows: "if someone entreats the phratriarchs, they (i.e. the phra- 
triarchs) shall administer the vote." 

The only attestation of a phratry with two phratriarchs is found in IG 112, 1241, lines 
5-9, a document of the phratry of the Dyaleis. It has normally been held that this twin chief 
magistracy implies that the phratry has a dual character; the Dyaleis are thus taken to be 
two distinct groups merged into one phratry.8 It now appears from the present inscription 
that the Therrikleidai also had more than one chief magistrate. In light of this new evidence, 
the standard interpretation of IG 112, 1241 will have to be reviewed. 

Line 9: Acqj3avetv T[-- - ]. Walbank, comparing IG 112, 1237, lines 4-5, restores T[ov 

LEpEa?] here.9 In substance this is correct: the tepeWO-vva should be taken by the priest of the 
phratry. Since more than one phratriarch, however, is involved in the proceedings of this 

4Ibid., p. 49. Walbank is right to draw attention to the verbal parallels between this document and IG 112, 
1237, but he goes too far in supposing that the present document is also concerned with "regulations for the 
admission of new phratry members." 

5SIC3, 987. In lines 36-41 it is ordered that Tovs b'[ I e7r?]t,q raSa yevopivaS yv4oAaS [7r I qpA] Tov 
OlKOV Kal iiZv ?EpXv Ka'a a%[4 I r t]a/.tavrdeas a'vaypafavTagraS ds' o[r I rfr]rqv X&lOv?qv oro-atL 7rapa Tl/v 
Ed0o I bo]v Tovi O'L'KOV. In Attic phratries the duty of publication of an inscription normally fell to the phra- 
triarch. Cf. IG 112, 1239, lines 24-26; 1240, lines 10-11 (restored); 1241, lines 55-56. In the case of the De- 
motionidai, this duty apparently fell to the priest when the document was to be erected in a sacred area (IG 112, 
1237, lines 66 and 123-125) and to the phratriarch when in a profane area (IG 112, 1237, lines 121-123). 

6 IG 112, 1242, line 4: a-vv[e',r.LEX 4oov?-aL]. 
7 See K. Latte, RE s.v. "Phratriarchos". For an example of the phratriarch "administering the vote" (the 

only instance from Attica), see IG 112, 1237, lines 79-81. 
8 On this point, cf. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristoteles und Athen, Berlin 1893, 11, pp. 267-268; 

M. Guarducci, "L'istituzione della fratria nella Grecia antica e nelle colonei greche d'Italia. Parte prima," 
MAL, ser. 6, 7, 1937, p. 51. 

9 Op. cit. (footnote 1 above), p. 50. 
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document, we cannot be sure that the plural TOVv 'tepe'asv is not to be restored here. As we 
have just seen, more than one phratriarch is involved in "administering the vote." 

Lines 9-10: [ToZtv OEpptK] I 'bats. The ending -\Et8at is clearly patronymic. In the 
context of this inscription it must be the name of a phratry. Only one Attic phratry is at- 
tested whose name ends in -LEt8at: the OEpptKXAt8at.10 

The Therrikleidai are attested from two inscriptions. The first is a boundary stone of 
the sanctuary of Apollo Patroios of the Therrikleidai.1 1 The provenience of this inscription 
is not recorded, nor is the location of the sanctuary known from other evidence. The second 
is a stele which mentions the OCEO-oS9 of the hero shrine of 0OEpptK?jsV, the OEpptK?ozv.12 

Fragments of this stele were found scattered throughout the southeast corner of the Agora. 
Now, I 7500 was also found in this vicinity, at Agora grid square V 13. It is worth noting 
that one of the fragments of the stele, number 8, came from precisely this area. It was found 
in the wall of a modern house at No. 5 Polygnotos Street.13 The topographical coincidence 
of the findspot of the present inscription with that of the fragments of the stele suggests that 
the Therrikleidai had some connection with this part of the Agora. The connection is most 
easily explained in terms of the site of the Therrikleion, which must be located somewhere 
in this area. 

A remaining problem is the division of the name EpptK I Atat between lines 9 and 1 0. 
This inscription seems to divide words syllabically at the ends of lines.14 The only possible 
exception is at the beginning of line 4: -at. This seems to be the end of an infinitive, and may 
(or may not) contravene the rules of syllabification. 

This anomalous division of 0OEppLKI |Etbat is the only argument against the restoration: 
it is not sufficient to outweigh the historical-topographical evidence. The rules of syllabifi- 
cation are not always strictly observed. An inscription may generally follow syllabic division 
and yet present many exceptions.15 In fact, the late 4th and early 3rd centuries in Attica are 
a transitional period, as arrangement of epigraphical texts changes from stoichedon to syl- 
labic division.16 The tendency toward syllabic division has not reached full force, and obser- 
vation of the rules is often inconsistent. 

10 For a convenient list of phratries, see K. Latte, RE s.v. "Phratrie", col. 755. To his references for Attic 
phratries, add the following: Gleontis: Hesperia 17, 1948, p. 35, no. 18. Medontidai: Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 
15-17, no. 1, lines 17-18; IG 12, 871, 872; 112, 1233. Therrikleidai: IG I3, 243, line 30. Thymaitis: J. V. A. 
Fine, Hesperia, Suppl. IX, Horoi, Princeton 1951, p. 11, no. 21. Thyrgonidai: Photios, s.v. T&rayiba&. Titagi- 
dai: Photios s.v. 

l IC112, 4973: [i]epO[v | 'A7roA]Awvo[g I Harp]4&ov 4p I [arpia]s OEppLK I [AdeL]wv. The present inscription 
does not help to locate the site of this EpOdv. 

12 IG I3, 243 = B. D. Meritt, "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia 36, 1967, pp. 72-84, no. 15, face B, lines 
30-31: Oeuojo'g arro io-v 7rpdorEv ro-] (3ep[LK]AELO ['A] I TO48[bov rrEA6v]. Meritt dates this text to about 480, op. 
cit., pp. 83-84. For the forms EpfoLKAE^tal>eEpLKAE^tal>E)pplKAT^tal, see L. Threatte, The Grammar of 
Attic Inscriptions, I, Phonology, Berlin and New York 1980, pp. 511, 513-514 and 534-535; Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorif, op. cit. (footnote 8 above), p. 268, note 9, and Meritt, op. cit., p. 73. 

13 Meritt, op. cit., p. 79. 
14 Threatte, op. cit. (footnote 12 above), p. 66: "A combination of a stop and a liquid or a nasal ... is almost 

never divided; normally both consonants go on the second line.... Exceptions are very rare." 
15 Ibid., p. 69: "The examples cited ... have been taken from texts dating ca. 300 B.C.-ca. 300 A.D. in 

which the laws of syllabification are generally observed. During this period there are also texts which avoid 
the rules altogether, or contain numerous infractions of them." 

16 Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
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Line 10: E'JtrTu[J---]. Walbank takes this to be a part of the verb E'TIT Ia.'7 This is 
possible, but there is no reason why this might not just as well be divided to form the prepo- 
sition Ert and T4tJ[---]. For example, this might be part of the dating formula: E'rt TOV 

WwLVov aPXov?rTo or 4paTptapXo3v-Tos.18 
Line 12: #paTpta[-- -]. Walbank restores #paTpta[pX---].19 It is impossible to de- 

termine, however, whether this is a reference to phratriarch or phratries. 

The present inscription provides notable additions to our knowledge of the Attic phra- 
try. It gives the first attestation of the office of epimelete in an Attic phratry and supplies the 
first parallel to the dual phratriarchs attested in the phratry of the Dyaleis, IG 112, 1241. 
The document further constitutes an addition to our growing dossier on the phratry of the 
Therrikleidai and helps to locate with more certainty and precision the site of the hero 
shrine of Therrikles in the Athenian Agora.20 

C. W. HEDRICK, JR. 

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES AT ATHENS 

17 Op. cit. (footnote 1 above), p. 50. 
18 Cf. IG 112, 1237, lines 9-12. 
19 Loc. cit. 
20 I take this opportunity to thank friends and teachers in the United States and Athens for their criticisms 

and the Fulbright foundation for their generous financial support. 
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